Testimonial.

At the end of 2013 I was in hospital with IBS and blocked colon due to poor diet and being
on so many medications (9 per day). I also suffer from type 2 diabetes with poor circulation.
I had high cholesterol, high blood pressure, arthritis and osteoporosis. I am also over
weight.
In March 2014 my son introduced me to Synergy and the V3 products. With an open mind I
agreed to try them for the 90 day trial. I spoke to my doctor about them and their
ingredients. He told me there was nothing harmful for me with my medications so I went
ahead.
The first changes I noticed were after about 3 days. I had more feeling in my legs and where
they used to be purple and icy cold they were pink and warm to the touch. I also noticed
that the weight started to fall off and I lost a stone in the first month. In 9 months I have
now lost a total of 4.5 stone. Because of the osteoporosis I find it difficult to stand for long
periods so I do eat ready meals but my general mood is much brighter so I am not comfort
eating anymore. My glucose levels are much better too. I used to get readings of 12.5 but
they are now regularly between 4 and 6. I have now stopped taking statins as my cholesterol
is now fine. My blood pressure has gone down and being monitored by my doctor and I
hope to stop my BP meds shortly. I have also stopped taking water tablets, halved my pain
medication and my IBS has completely gone with no digestive problems at all.
I feel so much better than I have done in years. I would recommend trying the V3 products
to anybody with similar problems to me or any other ailments they may have. I will be
taking them for the rest of my much improved life.

Linda Beacham

Update 24th Dec 2015.
Hello. I wanted to update my testimony as I am doing so well. I have now lost over 6 stone
in weight. I no longer use any pain meds including morphine patches which I have been using
for a number of years. I just have an occasional paracetamol. I am now also off BP meds and
my BP is 124 / 82. This Christmas will be my first Christmas going out of the house in over
three years. Apart from my osteoporosis I feel twenty years younger. I am looking forward
to getting out and about more in 2016.
Linda.
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